
 

 

AutoGate HiD identification, 
characterization and visualization of 
subsets 

Version 1, DRAFT 
 

This tutorial covers AutoGate’s fully automated workflows for identifying, characterizing and 
visualizing subsets based on any number of measurement parameters.   

It assumes you have first been through the first tutorial which teaches creating a gating sequence 
using AutoGate’s semi-automated workflow based on the publication 

Two physically, functionally, and developmentally distinct peritoneal 
macrophage subsets 
Eliver Eid Bou Ghosn, Alexandra A. Cassado, Gregory R. Govoni, Takeshi Fukuhara, Yang 
Yang, Denise M. Monack, Karina R. Bortoluci, Sandro R. Almeida, Leonard A. Herzenberg, 
and Leonore A. Herzenberg. 
PNAS; Feb 9, 2009; vol. 107 no. 6  

The full article is at: http://cgworkspace.cytogenie.org/GetDown2/demo/Ghosn.pdf 

1 How does AutoGate identify, characterize and visualize a 

subset? 
The details of AutoGate’s pipeline for identifying, characterizing and visualizing a subset can be 
reviewed at 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s42003-019-0467-6	
 

Subset identifying uses a unique gating method named exhaustive projection pursuit (Epp).   

More discussion on of Epp logic is at 

http://cgworkspace.cytogenie.org/GetDown2/demo/epp.ppt 

Characterizing uses our HiD merge matching feature.  This finds the best match for a subset to 
another single subset or merger of subsets using either the conventional F measure or a HiD 
adaption of our published QF metric.  More details on the quadratic form piece of this pipeline can be 
found at 

http://cgworkspace.cytogenie.org/GetDown2/demo/qfPublication.pdf 



 

 

Subset visualizing uses our MDS and Phenogram plots. Both represent subsets as simple circles 
whose size is based on frequency, color is based on matching and plot position is based on HiD 
similarity of either median (MDS) or every cell.  AutoGate’s method for representing every cell of a 
subset in HiD space is described in the tutorial  

http://cgworkspace.cytogenie.org/GetDown2/demo/bCellMacrophageDiscoveryDemo_UMAP.pdf 

2 Open the experiment 

2.1 Click “Open AutoGate demo experiment” from the main window 

 

AutoGate responds by showing you the bundled demos copied to your Desktop under the folder 
AutoGateDemoExperiments. 

2.2 Pick bCellMarcrophageDiscoveryDemo.txt  

 

If this is your first time with this demo experiment then AutoGate’s experiment set up wizard must run, 
follow the steps at: http://cgworkspace.cytogenie.org/GetDown2/demo/bCellMacrophageDiscoveryDemo_v1.pdf 

If you have already setup this experiment then you will see the gating tree window.  

3 Exhaustively Projection Pursuit (Epp) 
The created gates will be shown in the gating tree.  



 

 

 

 

3.1 Run Epp 
You can run Epp from anywhere in an existing gating hierarchy by selecting a node in the tree and 
either 

• Pressing right click and choosing Exhaustively gate “gate name” 
• Clicking on the Genie and typing “Epp” 

 
For this tutorial, it is recommended that Epp is run on the whole sample since Epp notices the 
absence of a singlets and live gates and automatically does these gates too.  Thus we will be 
comparing semi-automatic results to FULLY automatic results. 

3.1.1 Start Epp 
Click on the BALB/c, PerC sample, click the Epp button on toolbar (6th button from left), then answer 
Yes to the question 



 

 

 

3.1.2 Configure Epp 
The default settings for Epp are routinely the best, but to adjust them click “See advanced 
options>>>” which is above the bottom right OK button 



 

 

 

Choose axis parameters and set Min Cluster size 

 

Epp in progress  



 

 

 

 

When Epp finishes, it records all findings in the GatingTree window and reports the compute time 

cost in the tooltip at the top left.  Now your GatingTree window should resemble this (approximately) 



 

 

 

 

3.2 Epp Export 
Export the sample with Epp leaf gate Ids for analysis. 

Select the top Epp tree node and either choose “Create sample data file(s)” from the File menu or use 
the Genie search 



 

 

 

Make the following selections 

 

 

Answer yes to the Epp question 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Open up the csv file in excel to confirm that each number in the final column “Epp” occurs as many 
times as the GatingTree reports. 

This can be quickly achieved by ; 

1. Duplicate the column Epp 
2. Name the new column as say Unique Gate ID 
3. Select the Unique Gate ID column and click on Data tab and hit Remove Duplicates 
4. In the column next to Unique Gate ID, use COUNTIF, as in the screenshot below 
5. Once calculated for one row, drag and drop it for rest of the Unique Gate ID rows 

 

 
 

6. Check the # of cells for the gate ID’s matches with GatingTree. Eg, leaf in the GatingTree is 
id=1019 and the # of cells reported in the excel should match with GatingTree number.  



 

 

 

4 Characterizing Epp subsets  
AutoGate can fully characterize Epp subsets by comparing them to known subsets and evaluating 
their differences in terms of both mass and distance.  This technique is our quadratic form (hereafter 
QF) metric that behaves like the earth mover distance metric but is much faster and only forfeits 
accuracy when the distances of the subsets are much further apart. 

AutoGate’s HiD match 

1. Looks at 2 sets of subsets defined by any method 
2. Computes the QF score between every subset in the second and first sets  
3. If a subset in one set has more than one subset in the other set with a highest QF score then 

every possible merger of subsets is tested for a better QF score 

The merging process becomes more time consuming if the # of subsets in each comparison set 
is uneven.  So a good step before running AutoGate’s match is to define additional valid 
subsets in the one set even if they are not of research interest. 

 

4.1 Defining additional subsets 

4.1.1 Dendritic subsets 
Under the non-B cells gates define these gates using medium cluster detail. 



 

 

 

4.1.2 B-2 cell subsets 
Under B cells define these subsets using high cluster detail. 



 

 

 

4.1.3 T, NK, etc subsets 
Using very low cluster detail define these subsets of your T, NK, etc. gate 



 

 

 

4.2 Running QF match and MDS 
Steps to investigate the quality of Epp results, 

• Click on the top Epp gate in the GatingTree 
• Request the MDS view from the HiD menu of the GatingTree window  
• Choose the 4th choice in the resultant popup question 



 

 

 

 

 

AutoGate responds by  

• Matching the set of Epp gates with the set of non Epp gates that you built in the previous 
tutorial.  

• Opens the MDS window showing each subset as a symbol that is 
o Sized by its frequency 



 

 

o Colored according to its match to 1 more subsets in the other set 
o Positioned in the X/Y plot according to its similarity on the chosen 11 parameters to 

other subsets 

 

 

 

To see everything clearly choose “no names” on the toolbar dropdown shown above.  To 
evaluate the matching result click on the table toolbar icon (show with red circle above).  This 
provides a tabular match summary in a floating window. Clicking on either a symbol in the 
table or a symbol in the MDS window will prompt AutoGate to highlight the matches on both 
plots and then offer more options in a tool tip. 



 

 

 

 

 

4.3 Confirming matches by consulting 1D PathFinder display 
Click on the larger rightmost green circle representing a B-1 subset. You will see a description 
of the match plus list of exploration options.  Choose the option “High res 1D PathFinder”  
option 



 

 

 

Select “Matching” in the next window to restrict the display to only the 11 parameters and 
then answer yes to merge the 2 Epp subsets which matched the 1 non Epp B-1 subset.  The 
merger of the 2 Epp subsets had a higher QF score than either subset unmerged. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

4.4 See phenograms 
Click the “See pheonograms >>>” blue wording on the toolbar of the MDS window.  Press OK to use 
the same 11 parameters for computing the phenogram. 



 

 

 

AutoGate builds 2 phenogram window for both the Epp set of subsets and the non Epp set of subsets 



 

 

 

4.5 See parameter reduction 
Click the “Parameter reduction>>>” blue wording on the toolbar of the MDS window.  Answer “Right” 
to focus on the non Epp gates. 

 

 

This activates the fastest and most basic sketch of every cell in high dimensional space by first 
preprocessing the data with a compression based on probability binning. 

As the UMAP builds AutoGate displays the maturing HiD view 



 

 

 

A more thorough parameter reduction is covered in the next tutorial along with all the sub features 
that can be done with parameter reduced view of all cells. 

 


